For a US. Setting
The authors describe a process for creating deep and grounded reflection about the complex activities of teaching that can then be shared and discussed with other members of the profession.
BY CLEA FERNANDEZ AND SONAL CHOKSHI
ESSON study (jugyoukenkyuu) is a Japanese professional development process that en ables teachers to systematically examine their practice in order to become more effective instructors. In recent years, researchers have argued that lesson study is a promising ap proach for improving teaching in the U.S., and, as a result, today we can document a widespread growth of lesson study efforts in American schools.' However, since there are limited descriptions of how to actually translate the basics of lesson study for a U.S. con text, we wrote this article to provide U.S. educators with concrete ideas for structuring, organizing, and implementing lesson study in their schools.2
0* A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE LESSON STUDY PROCESS
Before we share our recommendations, we would like to outline the main features of lesson study that we refer to throughout this article.3
Lesson study can bring together teachers from one school or from various schools. Teachers begin the les son study process by identifying an overarching goal that they would all like to achieve with their students. Then, by working collaboratively on a small number of "study lessons," the teachers examine how to tailor their teaching in ways that will help achieve the group's selected goal.
Working on these study lessons involves several steps, the first of which is for the teachers to jointly plan a lesson and draw up a detailed lesson plan for it. The next step is for one of the teachers in the group to teach the lesson in a classroom while the others ob serve. Next, group members come together to discuss their observations of the lesson and to reflect on what it taught them about the goal they set out to explore. Often, the group will choose to revise the lesson plan and have another group member reteach the lesson in another classroom, while the group members again observe. A debriefing meeting in which observations and insights are discussed once again follows this pub lic demonstration lesson.
At the end of this process, the teachers produce a record of their lesson study work by writing a reflec tive report. A group may also periodically hold an open house, where teachers can share their lesson study work with other teachers and with other school staffs by teaching study lessons and discussing them with the invited guests.
As you read our suggestions for successfully imple menting and learning from lesson study, please keep in mind that the advice we provide here is meant to be more suggestive than prescriptive. We do not be lieve that there can be a "one-size-fits-all" approach for integrating lesson study into the U.S. education al landscape. Instead, we encourage creative experi mentation with lesson study that allows teachers to engage in high-quality learning experiences. With that first piece of advice in mind, here are our suggestions for conducting lesson study.
F ADVICE FOR SETTING UP LESSON STUDY
1. Select an overarchinggoal to focus and direct lesson study work. A key step in setting up your lesson study group is to choose a specific goal you want to explore through your work on the lessons. This goal will fo cus and direct your work by providing you with a re search question for your group to answer. For exam ple, if you select as your group's goal "to develop stu dents who are critical thinkers," you can plan all your lessons with an eye to answering the question: "How does one create and teach lessons that encourage stu dents to think critically?" A lesson study group might select an overarching goal the way that many Japanese teachers do. They be gin by identifying the gaps that they see between the kinds of children they want to nurture and the kinds of students that are actually growing up in their school. The teachers collectively discuss the weaknesses they see in their students, conduct observations in one an other's classrooms, interview students, look at past test scores, or create special assessments to determine stu dent weaknesses. After identifying these weak areas, the teachers select a goal that will help them move clos er to their aspirations for their students. For example, if teachers at a particular school have noticed that their students have become complacent, nonindependent problem solvers, these teachers might choose as their goal "to foster students who are autonomous problem solvers. This approach to selecting an overarching goal will provide your group with broad and important objec tives that arise from the needs of your students and that are also likely to be interesting to all the teachers in your group. We suggest that your work on such goals be conceived as a three-to four-year effort, so that your group has sufficient time to obtain mean ingful results and insights. Furthermore, each year you can build on the experiences of the previous year while also taking a different, yet complementary, perspec tive on your goal. For example, in the case of explor ing how to foster critical thinkers, a first year might be devoted to thinking about how to select and pre sent students with tasks that encourage critical think ing. A second year could be devoted to investigating how to support classroom discussions in which stu dents present ideas and argue with one another about the individual merits of these ideas.
2. Create a structure to facilitate the smooth func tioningoflesson study. Ifyour group involves more than a handful of teachers, you can more effectively plan study lessons together by dividing the large group in to smaller planning subgroups. These subgroups gen erally consist of four to six teachers. If your overall group spans grade levels, creating subgroups accord ing to the same or similar grade levels might also make it easier for teachers to contribute to the planning of study lessons.
In order to prevent this subgroup structure from making the work of your whole lesson study group disconnected, you can periodically schedule time for the subgroups to share their ongoing efforts with one another. These scheduled exchanges will allow each subgroup to consider its own lessons from as broad a perspective as possible and will also allow the work of each subgroup to inform that of the others. Another critical way to ensure that opportunities for learning from this experience are not diluted by the subgroup structure is to expect all the teachers to observe and discuss the lessons implemented by each subgroup.
3. Strategically schedule the main activities of lesson study. Since lesson study involves time-consuming work, you can reconcile these demands with your many oth er commitments through strategic scheduling. In or der to conduct high-quality work without becoming overwhelmed, you could schedule each of your lesson planning subgroups to work on tWO or perhaps three study lessons per year, each of which will be taught twice. We generally recommend that you do not re vise and reteach a lesson more than once, since work ing on the same lesson is likely to yield diminishing returns for the quality of the learning experiences.
Furthermore, we propose that a three-to four-week period be devoted to working on any of these lessons. Limiting the length of this work to a few weeks will allow for the same study lesson to be taught in two different classrooms without creating major compli cations related to withholding a lesson from a group of students for a long period of time. It will also pre vent teachers from extending their planning so long that it becomes repetitive or interferes with the other powerful elements of lesson study, such as the group lesson observation and its debriefing.
Committing to this level of activity will also allow your lesson study group to employ a staggered sched ule so that all the subgroups are not working on study lessons at the same time. After a three-to four-week period of work, a subgroup can shift to supporting the other subgroups whose turn for intensive work has come. Think of this shift as subgroups passing the "les son study baton." This strategy can quickly generate a strong base of lesson study activity at a school with out overburdening individual group members.
A useful way to create such a schedule is for all the members of your group to come together at the be ginning of the year to strategically plan when it is most realistic for each subgroup to work on its lessons. For example, certain subgroups may purposely steer clear of periods when testing or parent/teacher conferences are scheduled.
4. Choose appropriate study lessons to work on. Since each lesson study group will work on a limited num ber of lessons in a year, it is important to select lessons carefully, so that they can support productive discus sions. The following selection criteria will help with the choice of such rich lessons.
The first criterion is that the lesson be appropriate for exploring the research question that your group has chosen to focus on. For example, some lessons may be more useful than others for learning how to pro mote critical thinking in the classroom. Another se lection criterion is to choose a lesson that addresses critical content standards for student learning. Such lessons are more likely to be relevant to a wider group of teachers, since the topics they cover will have an tecedents in earlier grades and will be developed in lat er grades. Similarly, you might consider selecting a les son that is reputed to be difficult to teach or one that is "boring" for students, because the members of your group are likely to benefit from examining such a les son together. Lessons that introduce a new concept to students are also excellent candidates, since these are often particularly challenging and are crucial for an choring student learning. However, even a "practice" lesson, in which students apply newly learned con cepts, can be the focus of a lesson study if the teach ers are interested in investigating issues that tend to emerge from such lessons.
0* STRATEGIES FOR WORKING ON STUDY LESSONS
1. Use a lesson plan format that supports the lesson study process. Drawing up a lesson plan is essential for conducting effective lesson study. Although Japanese teachers use various planning formats for lesson study, all such formats tend to be detailed (often multiple pages in length) and share certain common compo nents.4 First, the plans usually explain the teaching strategies being explored, along with how they relate to the lesson study goal that is driving the group's work. Second, the plans provide background infor mation about the students who will take part in the lessons: their achievement levels, the kinds of learners 2. Make the most of limited meeting times. No mat ter how clever your group is at scheduling meetings, time will most likely still feel like a rare commodity. There are a number of strategies to help make the avail able meeting times as efficient and productive as pos sible. First, much of the work -especially planning the finer details of the lesson and actually writing the lesson plan -can be done outside the group meet ings. In particular, we recommend that the two teach ers who will be teaching the lesson take the lead in writing drafts of the lesson plan. The actual meeting time can then be reserved for discussing and exchang ing feedback on these evolving drafts. To prevent un wieldy discussions, you may want to focus on a few key points or critical issues in the lesson and then al low the two "teaching" teachers to work out the re maining details. In fact, the teacher who will be teach ing the lesson can serve as the facilitator for each of these planning meetings, so that he or she can help keep the discussions focused and the meetings on task.
Similarly, when the entire lesson study group meets to exchange feedback across subgroups, copies of each subgroup's lesson plans should be distributed tO every one beforehand. These lesson plans do not have to be final versions, since they will be continually modified at each point of the lesson study process. In order to ensure constructive feedback, the planning subgroups can direct the other teachers to give them feedback about a few specific points or issues of concern (in stead of talking about the entire lesson plan); howev er, this focus should not prevent teachers from react ing to other relevant elements of the proposed plans.
3. Facilitate collaborative lesson planning. A general principle for productively planning lessons together is to never lose sight of the goals of lesson study and of the lesson being planned. Keep asking yourself, "What is our goal here?" "What are we trying to learn about?" "What do we want our students to do?" If you do so, your group will remain focused and coherent in its work.
Nevertheless, it may seem unrealistic to expect that four to six teachers, who most likely have different teaching styles and educational philosophies, will en gage in a smooth lesson-planning process. Although this collaboration is meant to be an enriching experi ence, one can also imagine it becoming frustrating. To avoid disputes and endless debates over how to make a decision about a particular issue, we suggest the fol lowing rule of thumb: the teacher who will be teach ing the lesson will have the deciding vote. We also en courage you to resolve your disagreements by using the study lessons as a way to experiment with your dif fering ideas (e.g., use one method for the first version of the lesson and another for the second version, or have different materials available to students and see which materials work better). This approach will help prevent lengthy discussions about the pros and cons of a given idea and will force your group to evaluate ideas according to actual evidence from a specific class room -where the richness of lesson study lies.
Another way of resolving a dispute about how to teach something would be to survey other teachers and ask them what they have done about a similar is sue. Your group could then use the results of this in formal survey to decide how to plan a particular seg ment of the lesson. You could also have a few teach ers from your group try out the study lesson (or as pects of it) informally in their own classrooms a few days before the planning meetings. In this way, these teachers can inform the planning group about specif ic aspects of the lesson, such as "how long students took to do part A." This strategy is similar to con ducting multiple implementations of the same lesson, but it is less formal and can focus directly on specific facets of a lesson.
Still another strategy for facilitating richer, more concrete planning discussions is to reserve more plan ning time after the study lesson has been tried out for the first time. This tactic allows the group to come back to the revision process with more concrete ob servations to consider. Consequently, these second planning discussions will be more productive, since you will be less likely to get caught up in hypotheti cal "what if" planning debates.
4. Carefully observe study lessons. The key to observ ing a study lesson in the classroom is to consider this activity as a data-gathering opportunity that can help answer questions of interest for the teachers who planned the lesson and for your lesson study group as a whole.
Therefore, an important rule of thumb for observing teachers is to refrain from interfering with the natu ral process of the lesson (e.g., by helping students); otherwise, the information gathered would not 
Exchange effective feedback about the study lessons.
Learning how to have an honest and productive dis cussion about a lesson that a colleague has agreed to teach is challenging, but it can be made easier if your group devotes time to adapting and adhering to pro tocols for exchanging feedback.6 The goal of a discus sion protocol is to formalize procedures that minimize the nervousness and potential for hurt feelings that such feedback activity can provoke. Such a protocol, however, is not meant to make the feedback less re flective or less critical; instead, it is meant to help make the process more constructive and efficient. Although some of the guidelines for providing feedback that we suggest below may seem intuitively obvious, we be lieve they cannot be emphasized enough because it is very easy to forget them in the heat of a discussion.
First, it is a good idea for members of the planning the feedback session begins, the teachers who planned the lesson should sit together at the front of the room in panel formation. 1. Create records ofyour work. We strongly suggest that lesson study groups produce reports about their lesson study work, as Japanese teachers do. The pur pose of these reports is to provide a reflective record of the work that a group engaged in, so that it can be shared with others and can serve as a future reference tool. The lesson plans alone will not do justice to your group's thinking and learning process, so we suggest that in your reports you attempt to trace and docu ment the problems that you tackled and the discus sions that you engaged in throughout your entire les son study. However, since there are a great number of issues that could be described, you should identify the focal themes that gave direction to your lesson study and then discuss the development of these themes throughout your entire lesson study process.
The information in your report can be provided in the form of narrative text, bulleted points, or charts -as long as the discussion points are concise and clear to another person who reads the report. In addition to including copies of your group's lesson plans, you might want to provide lesson materials (handouts, manipulatives used, and so on), observation notes, and samples of student work. Since the report writing will require each subgroup to draw on extensive notes from the discussions, it is a good idea to assign one or two members of each subgroup to be "recorders" during all of the planning discussions and debriefing meet ings.
In Japan, lesson study reports are often published in the form of monographs or research articles, and major bookstores overflow with them. In fact, Japan ese teachers are responsible for about two-thirds of such publications, thus producing more research arti cles than do researchers.7 One could imagine such re ports becoming the basis for a treasury of profession al knowledge that could be shared by teachers all over the U.S. At some point, U.S. lesson study groups could OCTOBER 2002 1 33
